Introduction

Hello Song
We clap and sing hello
We clap and sing hello
With our friends at storytime
We clap and sing hello
We wave and sing hello... (repeat)

Rhyme: There are Seven Days ("Oh My Darling Clementine")
There are seven days
There are seven days
There are seven days in the week
Sunday, Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday
Thursday, Friday, Saturday (repeat)

Rhyme: Two Little Star Wars Characters ("Two Little Blackbirds")
Two little siblings sitting on a nook
One named Leia and one named Luke
Run away Leia, run away Luke
Come back Leia, come back Luke
Two little siblings sitting on a nook
One named Leia and one named Luke
Two little rebels flying to and fro
One named Finn and one named Poe
Fly way Finn, fly away Poe
Come back Finn, come back Poe
Two little rebels flying to and fro
One named Finn and one name Poe
Two little robots sitting on a crate
R2-D2 and BB-8
Stay right there, don’t make a sound
Stay right there or you’ll be found
Two little robots sitting on a crate
R2-D2 and BB-8

Storytime Transition: Two Little Feet
Two little feet go tap tap tap
Two little hands go clap clap clap
One little body turns around
One quiet body sits on down
Story
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Music Cube
The Wheels on the Bus / Itsy Bitsy Spider / Head, Shoulders, Knees, Toes / Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star / If You’re Happy and You Know It / Old MacDonald Had a Farm

Rhyme: Baby Yoda (“Humpty Dumpty”)
Baby Yoda sat on a wall
Baby Yoda had a great fall
Mando and Cara all ran up to help
But Baby was fine and climbed up again

Stretch Up and Stretch Down

Goodbye Song: “See You Later, Alligator”
See you later, alligator
In a while, crocodile
Give a hug, ladybug
Blow a kiss, jellyfish
See you soon, big baboon
Out the door, dinosaur
Take care, polar bear
Wave goodbye, butterfly